
BE PREPARED

Bridging your Information Gaps with 
Systemware Content Cloud

Bridging the gaps between siloed content and its various repositories is one of the biggest
challenges in information management today. Many organizations store content in aging
and disparate repositories, shared drives, mobile devices, and removable storage media,
creating an administration and maintenance nightmare. Thus, the unnecessarily challenging
process of finding content begins.

Compounding on this challenge, no two
organizations are identical or have the same
needs when it comes to content related tasks and
processes. For these reasons, at Systemware we
concentrate our efforts on the information needs
of some of the world’s largest companies
spanning a variety of industries such as financial
services, insurance, retail and healthcare. We
respect those things that make an organization’s
information landscape complex and unique and
specifically focus our innovation efforts on 
creating solutions flexible and agile enough to 
meet these unique needs.

Systemware Content Cloud is our on-premise, hybrid or hosted solution that manages
information management needs while empowering business ecosystems. Systemware Content 

Cloud you can “connect the dots” of your information silos whether across firewalls or systems 
to empower people and enterprises with the information at the right time and in the right 
context.  Our intelligent content network transcends firewalls to connect people and 
enterprises to curated information in the context of their work.

Using Systemware Content Cloud,
you can enable content not only 
stored natively in our solution, but 
you will also have visibility into 
your other legacy systems and 
silos of information throughout 
your organization. Our goal is to 
enable you with your information 
assets, no matter where it exists in 
your organization.

There are a variety of reasons that 
Systemware is called upon to help 
our customers. Whether they are 
looking to get a handle on the infamous “P:” drive, are struggling with having information 
across many systems distributed throughout their organization, are looking for a better way to 
control an implementation, are being “held hostage” or experiencing lock-in from historical 
and legacy software solutions. ‘If it isn't broke don't fix it’ is proving to be more and more 
ineffective as a means to meet an organizations needs both in features or economics. Bottom 
line it costs a lot to support and maintain multiple aging systems doing similar things while 
lacking the ability to flex with your business into the future.

Systemware Content Cloud provides you with immediate value to connect with you with
information without disrupting your business, partners or end users. You will have the flexibility 
to determine when it is right to connect, integrate, migrate, or simply control your information
assets in place whether in legacy systems, buried in cumbersome SharePoint implementations,
or hidden in the wilds of your file systems.

Our flexible infrastructure provides companies with an always-available intelligent content
network that is reliable… scalable… and equally as important… usable. The “connectors” are
created using our proven methodology that we have used over the years for gleaning
information from or connecting to third party and legacy applications. Those listed are merely
examples of systems we have worked with in the past and not an exhaustive list of the
possibilities. Systemware has several connectors that are “coming soon” including cloud-based,
social media and other information management system connectors.

We do not simply pull information from those applications, but can also deliver content TO 
those applications whether an ECM, CRM, ERP or Customer Portal. Our advanced architecture 
and API’s enable both types of needs while keeping a focus on the future.
Our Intelligent content network exists on top of your content archives, providing a seamless
integration and full audit trail including activity reporting.

Systemware Content Cloud’s reCon abstraction tier allows for a proven integration tier, and
provides visibility into your various content silos, legacy systems and archives. This means an

end-user, requesting information will not be required to understand the “inner workings” of the
solution. Users simply search through your desired user interface and Content Cloud, through
dynamic triggers, curates and transforms the information. Keep in mind, 3rd party information 
can either be left in place or migrated to Systemware Content Cloud.

Bi-directional interoperability means you can push or pull information from your entire 
information landscape. We feel strongly that our architectural approach or “abstraction tier” 
provides organizations the flexibility to focus on their own innovations versus wasting time 
reinventing multiple information management connections. All requests coming into 
Systemware Content Cloud are standardized, removing integration complexity. What this means 
is that a “SEARCH”, “RETRIEVE”, or "STORE" request will be submitted the same, no matter 
what back end systems are being interrogated. Systemware Content Cloud takes these requests 
and “translates them” then returns or stores the results in the desired format (such as PDF). Our 
only goal is to simplify how you enable your business with your information.

Systemware solutions are highly responsive to our customer’s needs. We take pride in that
much of the input we receive for our product direction comes directly from our customer
base, including some of the largest companies in the world with some of the most complex
content-related needs.
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My information 
lives in many 

distributed systems.

I’m looking for a 
way to regain 

control over my P 
drive file system.

I need a solution 
that can help move 

us forward.

We need a better 
way to control our 

Sharepoint 
implementation.

Systemware reCon allows you to identify, connect, migrate and control
your information assets once siloed in legacy systems buried in cumbersome 
SharePoint implementations or hidden in the wilds of your filesystems.
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•  reCon receives request
•  reCon integrates with existing repositories
•  reCon retrieves content
•  reCon transforms and returns content securely in your desired format
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To learn more about Systemware’s ReCon migration process and platforms, 
schedule a consultation with one of our experts by calling 

     800.535.8681 or visit  systemware.com
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Our goal is simple. Empower you and your business with the right information while simplifying your job.

We have designed a fierce intelligent content network, Content Cloud that curates and connects you with your 
information to help your businesses become better, faster and smarter; regardless of where your information might live. 


